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theorem
What is the role of
the architect in the
detainment of asylum
seekers at the USMexico border?

Figure 1.0.0
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1.1

design
hypothesis
overview
Violence and political unrest in Central America led to high
numbers of refugees at the US-Mexico border at the end of 2017
and continued into 2018. Tent cities like the one outside of Tornillo,
Texas is one example of many that shows how unprepared and
unwilling we are as architetects to become involved in sensitive
issues like immigration.
While the immigration policies of the government seem distant
and abstract, the consequences are concrete: the buildings and
tents that held these children were designed and implemented
by engineers, builders, and private contractors. What can the
architect contribute? We are taught to incorporate aesthetics,
materiality, experience, and budget when we design a space.
What about an architecture that involves ethics?
This thesis asks the architect to consider their role here and it
asks everyone else to consider the power that architecture can
have on policy and ultimately the well-being of people at their
most vulnerable.
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Figure 1.1.2 - Tornillo tent facility
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abstract
What is the role of the architect in the housing of immigrants and
refugees at our southern border?
There are certain building typologies that designers keep their distance
from. Prisons and detention camps are two examples. What place should
design have here, if any?
In the wake of large numbers of Central American immigrants, the U.S.
has constructed many housing solutions along its borders. Thousands
of families are now living in tents designed for social events. In some
instances, children are being housed seperate from their parents for
months on end. This begs the question: at what point should the architect
become involved in the design process of these temporary homes, which
have a lasting impact on the people they house.
The images included in the coming chapters are of Central American
refugees at the southern border of the United States and more specifically,
the conditions in which they lived through this transition. This thesis will
focus primarily on the region of El Paso, Texas that saw unprecedented
numbers of asylum seekers and reacted by erecting emergency tent
homes and facilites to house and process them. On June 14 of 2018, a
dozen or so small tents were erected at the border crossing south of El
Paso near Tornillo, Texas. Originally housing 360 children: boys above the
age of 12 and had either crossed the border alone or been separated from
their parents while they were processed.
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Within a week, the maximum capacity of the camp had risen to over
4000. In temporary tents, bathrooms, and a makeshift soccer field, the
camp was home to over 6000 children before it was closed in January
2019 after media scrutiny regarding the long-term nature of the camp,
the costs to the taxpayer, and most importantly the prison-like conditions
that these children were experiencing, all while being separated from
their families.
In retrospect, we see these number and have pictures of the conditions,
but only once was the local media allowed inside the Tornillo tent camp
to see the conditions. Reports are that the children were transported to
and from the facility under the darkness of night and that the children
were starting experience mental health issues after living in the repetitive,
prison-like conditions.
Forensic Architecture is a firm that specializes in investigating events
through the lens of buildings and architecture. Led by Eyal Weizman,
he says this referring to his work: “When violence takes place in cities,
people die in buildings, and buildings become evidence.” This gets to the
root of my interest in the ‘Tornillo tent city’.
World events and immigration policy lined up in such a way that the
FORM that resulted was bordering on inhumane. It is my belief that the
architect should play a larger role in the housing of asylum seekers.

This thesis is an effort in disclosure; a forensic investigation into the
design and policy surrounding these detention facilities. By using
architecture methodologies to make visible and expose these events, I
believe we can spark agency within our profession. Can we as architects
learn how to bridge the gap between ethics and aesthetics? I believe that
through an architectural investigation and visualization of these events,
I will find agency to address not only the physical conditions but the
policy as it relates to the conditions for refugees at our southern border.

form

policy

event
Figure 1.1.1 - Refugee child sleeping on government-provided mylar blankets
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1.2

u.s. - mexico
border
zero-tolerance
In response to the high numbers in 2018, the
United States government enacted a ‘zerotolerance’ policy in order to discourage these
asylum seekers. This was a more strict
treatment of the border control and led to
large numbers of parents being separated
from their children. Out of necessity, many
temporary tent facilities, like in Tornillo, were
being constructed overnight to be a home for
these people in transition.
Since the closing of Tornillo, the federal
administration has backed down from their
strict protocols, but the way that the US
handles refugees at the border is continues
to be part of the national conversation.

Figure 1.2.1 - Asylum seekers presenting themselves at the border

Figure 1.2.2 - Families at the Rio Grande border station
Figure 1.2.4
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Figure 1.2.3 - Families under ‘blankets’ at Rio Grande

EL PASO REGION

RIO GRANDE VALLEY REGION
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1.3

research
precedent
forensic Architecture
Forensic Architectic is an investigative firm
that uses architectural tools and methods to
investigate cases of violence and violations of
human rights across the globe.
The agency was founded in 2010 by Eyal
Weizman in response to the increasing
urbanization of warfare and the decline of trust
in the evidence presented pertaining to crimes
by the state and human rights violations.

“When violence takes place in
cities, people die in buildings, and
buildings become evidence.”
(Weizman, 2019)
Figure 1.3.1- Tracking of drone strike in Miranshah, Pakistan

The firm separates its forensic work into three
space: the feild, the labratory, and the forum.
The forum refers to the public spaces in which
the investigations are presented.
Methods: site visits, lidar scanning,
photogrammetry, digital models.

Figure 1.3.2 - Cameroon military base investigation
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Figure 1.3.3 - Mapping the Gaza War through snapshots, 2018
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Steel mesh gas column
used to lower Zyklon-B
into the gas chamber

Plaster model of
the gas hatch

Plaster-cast relief of
recovered architectural
drawings of Auschwitz

Gas-tight door used at
Auchwitz. the peep hole
was design with a metal
grating on the inside to
protect from damage

Figure 1.3.4 The Evidence Room exhibit; Royal Ontario Museum; Toronto; 2017
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the evidence room
robert jan van pelt
The Evidence Room is an installation by Anne
Bordeleau, Sascha Hastings, Donald McKay and Robert
Jan van Pelt for the Architectural Biennale curated by
Alejandro Aravena. The room displays architectural
evidence of the buildings that made up the
Auschwitz concentration camp and its components.
The exhibit is based on a book of the same name
that documents the libel court case in 2000 in
London against holocaust deniers. As the expert
witness, Van Pelt was instrumental in piecing
together evidence that the architects who designed
the structures at Auschwitz did indeed do so for
the purpose of mass murder.
The exhibition includes three 1-to-1 scale
reconstructions and over 50 reliefs of the
documented drawings and records from Auschwitz.
Designed in 5 variations of matte white plaster, the
designers were aware that sensitive subjects like
the Holocaust required them to ride the line between
making a beautiful exhibition and honoring the
horrific loss of human life. With the simple choice
of material, Van Pelt and his colleagues simply
present the evidence and allow the user to make
the conclusions.

“by removing color, sound and
interpretation..., we are forced
to rely on touch to elicit its
meaning...it is possible to know
things, to be aware of them, but
not feel them.”

Figure 1.3.5 - Plaster relief of Auschwitz

(Bordeleau, 2016)

Figure 1.3.6 - Aerial view of the
remains of Crematorium 2

Figure 1.3.7 - A gas-tight door
withprotected peephole.
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investigation
“The evidence for us is not
within any single image. It is
only through the architectural
model that we are able to see
the relation between images.”

02
Figure 2.0.0

(Weizman, 2016)

2.1

us/mexico
border

el paso region detention centers
In 2019, the US has seen a 406% increase in families
apprehended at the US-Mesico border in 2019 when
compared with 2018.
In particular, the El Paso sector saw a 1200% increase
in families apprehended and a 221% increase in
unaccompanied children at the border during 2019 as
compared to 2018.

Figure 2.1.2 - Del Norte Border Bridge

In an attempt to ease the overload, various privated
contractors have been hired by the US Government
to construct temporary accomadations. The El Paso
sector contains at least three examples of these
shelters.
Figure 2.1.3 - North El Paso Detention Center

Figure 2.1.1
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Figure 2.1.4 - Tornillo Tent City

N. El Paso tent
04/29/2019
UNITED
STATES OF
AMERICA

El Paso, tx

del norte bridge
05/28/19
ciudad juarez, mx

FABENS, tx

Figure 2.1.5 - El Paso Region

tornillo tent city
06/16/18

MEXICO

tornillo, tx

guadalupe, mx
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2.2

Long-term
tent Home

Tornillo tent city
The camp was opened on June 14, 2018 and
was originally home to 350 refugee boys who
had either crossed the border alone or been
separated from their parents during the legal
processes. Within one week, the maximum
capacity of the camp had risen to over 4000
and was now a vast site comprised of tents,
trailers, and a makeshift soccer field. The camp
was home to over 6000 children before it was
closed seven months later in January 2019.

“It’s so strange because it’s
called an emergency operation
but it has become a permanent
FIXture in the desert”
06/26/2018

US Reps. Joaquin Castro, San

Figure 2.2.1 - Tent layout

(Chasnoff, 2016)

09/13/2018

Figure 2.2.2 - Tent layout

Figure 2.2.6 - Aerial of the tent city

Figure 2.2.5 - Weekly phone call

OCTOBER 2018

Figure 2.2.7 - Medical tent
Figure 2.2.3 - Tent layout
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Figure 2.2.4 - Tornillo Border Crossing

U.S. LAND PORT OF ENTRY:
TORNILLO-GUADALUPE
1400 Lower Island Rd.
Tornillo, TX 79853
Lot Size 			
161 acres
Zoning			 UNKNOWN
Owner			 County of el paso
Years of Use		
2014-Current
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2.3

the
tent

Figure 2.3.1 - Exterior and A/C unit

flFloor Plan
Figure 2.3.2 - Typical bunk bed

Cost per child per day - $400
Tent Capacity - 20-22
Tent Area - 660 sf
Tent Contractor - BCFS Health &
Human Services

Figure 2.3.3 - Interior of tent

Section 01
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PORTABLE TOILET

2

COOLING UNIT

3

SLEEPING QUARTERS

1

3

2

Section 02
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GIARDINI

Figure 3.0.0 - Venice, Italy

design response

03

“The room asks for a pause, questioning our
relation to time and history as much as it
questions the crowds rushing to see what
is on at the Biennale this year. It offers
a signifIcant gap in time that for a split
second might disrupt our obsession with
the now and the future.”
(Bordeleau, 2016)

3.1

program/site
selection

The right audience
The Venice Architecture Biennale is an international
exhibition held in Venice, Italy. The Biennale is a
prestigious event for contemporary architects and
artists to design and curate exhibitions per the
event themes. The site is composed of a central
pavilion and is surrounded by various national
pavilions hosted by individual nations.
Individual nations produce their own shows, known
as pavilions, as their national representation. The
2020 Architecture Biennale asks “How will we
live together?”. The timing of this event, relevant
themes, and the inherent national character of
the various pavilions all led this to be the perfect
venue to display the investigation.
Figure 3.1.1 - Central pavilion at the Giardini

28

VENICE, ITALY

TORNILLO, TX
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3.2

site:
giardini della biennale
a self critique
The American Pavilion was constructed in 1930:
paid for by Wlater Leighton Clark and designed
by architects William Adams Delano. In 1965, the
Palladian style pavilion was sold to the Guggenheim
Foundation who are the current owners. It has
hosted a number of influential art and architecture
curations.
The classical, reserved style of the building represents
the United States well during these polarizing times.
President Trump’s recent movement to construct
only Classical government buildings is represented
here with this pavilion and pairs well with the
investigation which is self-critical in many ways.

U.S. PAVILION

Figure 3.2.1 - US Pavilion, Dimensions of Citizenship
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Figure 3.2.2 - Giardini della Biennale
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U.S. PAVILION:
gIARDINI DELLA bIENNALE
Calle Giazzo, 30122
Venezia VE, Italy
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3.3

land of
the free
The design of this exhibit is meant to put the
user in the shoes of someone in need of a home
and approaching a country’s border. At the
start, the user is asked to relieve themselves
of their phone or purse. At this point, they
are stripped of their identity and are given
a number that they can use to retreive their
belongings at the end of the exhibit.

The last two rooms are the architectural
representations of the camps along the USMexico border. This is the opposite of emmersion
and is meant to be an objective represention
of the order of event and the spaces that these
events ultimately created. The user is to look
at the refugee crisis at a larger scale, step back
and reflect.

5

3
4

6

TRANSPARENCY // Disclosure of government sponsered
events must be prioritized when concerning humanrights issues.
IDENTITY // People long to feel represented and as
refugees, not only is their home no longer viable,
their identity is taken from them at the border. They
are just a number.

The exhibit works on two scales: the immersive
and the reflective.
As you move through the first two rooms, you
are put into the chain link cages used to hold
hundreds of families and then the fabric tents
used in Tornillo to house children seperated
from their parents. These first two rooms are
at full scale and invite to the user to imagine
themselves in the shoes of the immigrant.

DESIGN CONCEPTS

2

PREEMPTIVE // History repeats itself. Design of
solutions to human rights emergencies cannot be
reactionary.

1

The third room is a transitionary space. The
user in met with mirrored surfaces and a small
scall model of the US pavilion. This is meant to
bring the user out of the immersive experience
and into a state of reflection.

phase 1
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phase 2

phase 3

immersion
The to-scale re-creations
are meant to create
the experience of the
refugee.

documentation
A bird’s-eye look
at the immigration
situation at the UsMexico border.

phase 4

phase 5

phase 6
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phase 1 - entry &
Entrance to the exhibition begins at the
outermost edge of the courtyard.

security camera
tv-display

At this stage the participant will be asked
to check in one of their most personal
belongings: their cell phone. In this way, the
participant is left vulnerable and without full
control.

phone storage
display

Exit

ENTER

phase 1
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phase 2

registration/
phone check-in

phase 3

EXIT

phase 2 - waiting room
The first gallery space serves as
representation of the holding pins that
refugee families were kept in temporarily.
Images of the conditions and sketches drawn
by people asked to describe their condition
will be displayed directly hung on the chain
link partitions.

CHAIN-LINK
FENCING

Hundreds of people were kept in pins like
these if only temporarily. Many were given
mylar sheets to use as blankets as they slept
against the concrete floors. This room gives
the user the experience of being in one of
the holding cells while displaying images and
drawings of the conditions.

phase 4

image slideshow
ENTER

phase 5

phase 6
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bunk-beds

phase 3 - the tent home
The concept of this room is disclosure by
documentation. This is an objective look
at the dimensions and scale in which the
refugee children slept for months on end.
Half of the tent is recreated to scale and the
floor plan and sections are then laid on the
sufaces of the room to give the user the
sense of being in one of the tents.

EXIT

ENTER

phase 1
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phase 2

phase 3

phase 4 - contemplation/
behind the scenes
The third room is a transitionary space. The
user in met with mirrored surfaces and a
small scall model of the US pavilion. This is
meant to bring the user out of the immersive
experience and into a state of reflection.
Outside in the courtyard, where the user has
been once before, they are given a behind the
scenes look at the process: screens showing
that they have been monitored during the
exhibit and one way surfaces now allow the
user to see clearly the reguistration process
that they were a part of minutes earlier.

phase 4

phase 5

phase 6
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plaster reliefs of
tornillo camp

phase 5 - the camp
The first of the tent rooms is meant to bring
scale to the mind of the user. Three model
are displayed in a case representing three
moments in time at the Tornillo camp to
display the quick growth and unexpected scale
that the camp grew to.
ENTER

06/26/2018

09/13/2018

OCTOBER 2018

The plaster models invite the user to touch and
feel the shapes of the tents and trailers. Like
the Evidence Room by Van Pelt, the models
dont present an viewpoint, but they ask the
user what to feel.
EXIT
image projection of
tent model

phase 1
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phase 2

phase 3

phase 6 - a step back
The final stage of the gallery will serve as a step
further back to gain even more perspective.
The entire US-Mexico border is modeled at
alarge scale and the users realize that Tornillo
is only one of many detention centers and
temporary facilities being run at capacity. The
map of the Tornillo camp is projected on the
wall to provide an example of an investigation
into the Tornillo camp that could be re-created
with a number of similar refugee centers.

ENTER

The representation of the site, camp, and tent
switch between scales. This is meant to help
the user empathize at the personal level but
also appreciate the vastness of the refugee
situation at the border and worldwide.
EXIT

phase 4

phase 5

phase 6
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exhibition
renderings

40
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3.4

conclusions
The intentions of this investigation can be split into two
categories: first, to inform to the world at large of the
events happening at the US-Mexico border, and second, to
ask the architectural community to re-assess what their
role could be in situations like the on in Tornillo, Texas. Often,
the idealist world view of designers can get in the way
of projects that are messy and often politically stained.
Regardless of this, I believe that architects maintain a duty
to protect the public health, safety, and welfare, and by
failing to become involved in the housing of refugees, we
fail to uphold this oath.
I went into the research phase with ideas of improved tent
cities that were humane and uplifting, but as I learned
more of the processes and policy behind the scenes I
realized that my role as the architectural designer is this
situation was not the builder but the microphone. The lack
of transparency with the media and fast-moving policy
changes told me that efforts to house future refugees
could be thwarted by a simple policy change tomorrow.
Halfway through this research, the federal administration
began denying all refugees at the border and were forcing
them to stay in Mexico and those thoughts were validated.
I learned that architects must become involved in the
process on the ground floor. I wanted my design to inform
and inspire change, and from this point on I knew that my
design would be an experience; not a building.

42

The upcoming 2020 Venice Biennale seemed to be a
perfectly timed venue for the exhibition. Housed at the US
Pavilion, it becomes a self-critique. Both of the US border
policies and the role of the architect. Like Van Pelt, I use
the skill-set of the architect to document the events of
the past and to invite the user to experience something
outside of their reality.
In this way, I believe I have realized the role of the architect
at the US-Mexico border: to evoke empathy for change and
to make clear the physical evidence of the buildings we
choose to house asylum seekers.
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